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ABSTRACT
The linguisti

and epistemologi al

onstraints on nding and expressing an answer to the title question are

reviewed. First, it is re alled that elds are dened in terms of their ee t on test
of any, even idealisti ally

harges and not in terms

onsidered, primary, native innate qualities of their own. Thus, before elds

an be

dis ussed, the theorist has to have already available a dened test parti le and eld sour e. Clearly, neither
the test nor the engendering parti les

an be dened as elements of the

onsidered eld without redening the

term eld.
Further, the development of a theory as a logi al stru ture (i.e., an internally self

onsistent

on eptual

omplex) entails that the subje t(s) of the theory (the primitive elements) and the rules governing their interrelationships (axioms)

annot be dedu ed by any logi al pro edure. They are always hypothesized on the basis

of intuition supported by empiri al experien e. Given hypothesized primitive elements and axioms it is possible,
in prin iple, to test for the ` ompletion' of the axiom set (i.e., any addition introdu es redundan y) and for
self

onsisten y. Thus, theory building is limited to establishing the self

expression and
Finally, a

omparing that with the extremal, onti

onsisten y of a theory's mathemati al

world.

lassi al model with an event-by-event simulation of an EPR-B experiment to test a Bell Inequality

is des ribed. This model leads to a violation of Bell's limit without any quantum input (no nonlo al intera tion
nor entanglement), thus substantiating previous
basis of this result, it

an be

riti al analysis of the derivation of Bell Inequalities. On the

on luded that the ele tromagneti

intera tion possesses no preternatural aspe ts,

and that the usual models in terms of waves, elds and photons are all just imaginary onstru ts with questionable
relation to a presumed reality.

Keywords:

photon, fundamental ele tromagneti
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1. INTRODUCTION
The question in the title may not have an answer. Ea h proposed answer may be just one more iteration in an
innite regress. On the other hand, even if this suspi ion is true, the question may be posed in a sense for whi h
there is still a reasonable response. One su h possibility, for example, might be that the poser expe ts just to
have the properties of whatever a photon might be, asso iated with with familiar personal experien es. This
would have the utility that, in thinking about phenomena involving what are surmised to be photons, it would
be possible to analyze, and predi t, their behavior by analogy in terms of

ommon experien es.

In what follows, an informal dis ussion of the abstra t features of the overar hing environment for an eort
to answer the title question is presented.
Histori ally, questions of this sort, as best the do umented re ord reveals, arose rst in an ient Gree e.
A tually, at that time questions about the true or fundamental nature of the material universe were se ondary to
those questions asso iated nowadays with theology, namely, what is the purpose of life (and the
death) and who or what is responsible for
questions

onsequen es of

reating it all? Frustration with the eort to answer these religious

onvin ingly seems to have driven thinkers in a redu tionist manner to fo us on understanding the

simpler, ne essarily inanimate,

onstituents of the universe. It was then hoped, apparently, that the answers

to the seemingly simpler questions on the nature of the inanimate world would oer guidan e to answering the
more

omplex spiritual ones. The general enterprise of

ontemplating both levels of su h questions was known

as `Natural Philosophy.' Through the ages the eort to examine these two aspe ts of ontologi al inquiry have
ome to be known as: `Theology' and `Physi s.' In this sense, Physi s is the sister of Theology,

In either dis ipline, a fundamental

hallenge is to establish the intrinsi

drawn. Here, over the millennia, these two bran hes have
general. Very many theologians hold that

validity of whatever

on lusions are

ome to falling ba k on radially dierent means, in

ertain truths have been revealed by means of prophets and divinely

inspired books, whereas in the physi al s ien es the veri ation method is based on repeatable, empiri al eviden e
∗
as obtained in a pro ess exploiting formal logi , usually in the abstra t form of mathemati s, for guidan e.
However, with respe t to existential questions there are impediments and
of verifying the validity of whatever assertions have been made or
omprehensible, unambiguous, empiri al eviden e

annot be dire tly obtained.

photons, not only for the reason it is true for all hyper-mi ros opi

Photons are by denition quantized portions of ele tromagneti

terms of their ee t on `innitesimal test

hara ter is inferred, whi h, therefore, removes them an extra degree

of abstra tion from empiri al study. In addition, insofar as the
a nite ele tron, itself the sour e of additional ele tromagneti

does

harge(s) employed in its dete tion.
aspe t of their nature

annot be observed dire tly at any

`elds,' whi h, in turn, are dened in

harges.' That is, elds are not seen, rather their imputed ee t on

harges is observed and subsequently their

native. That is, whatever a photon

To begin, most often

This is parti ularly true for

entities and phenomena, i.e., they are too

small to see, but for an additional matter of prin iple, namely, photons
size.

onstraints on the `s ienti ' means

on lusions drawn.

that

losest entity to an `innitesimal test

eld, the inferred properties

harge' is

an never be purely

an be observed is determined nitely (not innitesimally) by the

Consequently, insofar as ele trons are

ountable entities, the `quantized'

an be the sour e of the impression that elds, too, are quantized in the rst pla e.

The answer to the title question is generally expe ted to be at least part of an en ompassing physi s theory.
So, what is a physi s theorywhy are su h theories sought to begin with? Without too mu h adventuresome
spe ulation, it

an be said that the sought positive quality is that possessed by formal logi al stru tures, the

prototype of whi h is Eu lidean Geometry, spe i ally: internal self
stru ture does not

ontain a

Logi al stru tures

onsist of three levels.

hoi e is a matter of intuition.

are dedu ed from

orre tly

onstituted logi al

The rst level, in the priority of the means to spe ify su h a

stru ture, is the sele tion of `primitive elements.'
In fa t, their

onsisten y. A

ontradi tion within itself.

For Eu lidean Geometry, these are: point, line, plane, et .

For a physi s theory, Einstein observed that primitive elements
1

ommon experien e by intuitive, but otherwise unrestrained mental a tivity.

Another way

of saying this is, there is no logi al pro ess to use to identify potential primitive elements for either a formal
(mathemati al) logi al stru ture or a physi s theory. The next level is the identi ation of
among the primitive elements; for Geometry these
enabling one to turn the
onstraints on their

ertain relationships

onstitute the axiom set. Again, there is no logi al pro edure

rank to dedu e or otherwise arrive at this set.

There are, however, some formal

hoi e, e.g., ` ompletion,' whi h is satised when the addition of one more

introdu es a redundan y. Another

onstrain at this level is self

andidate axiom

onsisten y.

The third and nal level is that of additional syllogisms (known as `theorems' for a mathemati al logi al
stru ture, and in some sense as `experiments' in a physi s theory). Manipulations at this nal level
the

onsisten y of the axiom set. Sin e any

whatsoever, true or false, the test for self

an determine

ontradi tion within the axiom set enables the proof of any theorem

onsisten y of the axiom set then is to nd a theorem that

proven true. In general, the disproof of a proposition (theorem) is a

omplished when the oending

annot be

ontradi tion

is ultimately exposed by redu ing it to an easily re ognized form. Similar steps are taken to formulate and verify
a physi s theory.
In view of all above, the formulation now of a physi s theory answering the title question is fa ed with the
following obsta les or

hallenges:

1. The determination of appropriate primitive elements through the ages has pro eeded from re, water, air
and earth through agiston,

elan vita l

and aether to,

Hopefully this represents a tual progress; although, the a
∗

inter alia,

Higgs-Bosons and Photon-Fermions.

epted modern elementary parti les are of little

A tually, some theologians too, e.g., Thomas Aquinas, have argued that the only means God has given mankind to

pre lude self-de eption or to identify false prophesy is logi al reasoning; and, motivated by this realization he authored
an extensive treatise,
su

Summa Theologi a, in whi

essfully so is beside the

urrent issue.

h he purports to have logi ally

onrmed Christian do trinewhether

use for interpreting physi al phenomena of any sort in terms of ommon, ma ros opi experien e. Nowadays
elementary entities most often are

hosen to

orrespond with symbols found in elaborate mathemati al

stru tures.
2. In Physi s, items
proposed

orresponding to an axiom set would be fundamental theories. Although there are many

andidates, it is generally taken that their mutual in ompatibility fore losing uni ation is a

symptom of some yet unidentied basi
theories are just unknown, although
ome to o

error or in omplete feature. In sum, arguably, the true fundamental
urrently a

epted variants with their empiri al base

ertainly will

upy at least a ni he in future theories.

3. The third level of stru ture for physi s theories is populated with many islands

onsisting of

hains of

experiments, most of whi h have somewhat arbitrary starting points, usually substantially disjoint from
those for other islands, but mostly near ma ros opi
be

onverging on a

Thus it

phenomena. Many of these

hains sort of appear to

ommon theory at a fundamental level, but there is great un ertainty.

an be said that, Physi s, as a so ial enterprise has, as a strategy, what is essentially the reverse of
†

that employed in Mathemati s.

Where a mathemati ian starts by supposing the existen e of primitive elements using simple intuition, a
physi ist must intuit both possible primitive elements and a
results of whi h

andidate theory on the basis of experiments the

ould be dedu ed `logi ally' were the fundamental parti les and theories (axioms) known in the

rst pla e. In the end, moreover, while any given physi s theory may be an axiom in a self
stru ture, in whi h sense it is an absolute truth, it is still just true in the sense of

self -

onsistent logi al

onsisten y, not ne essarily

onsisten y with respe t to any exterior ontologi al world. Thus, while this may be the best that

an be done,

there still will be no guarantee that it answers those questions posed in an ient Gree e. In other words, there
is no logi al (in the te hni al sense) proof that the so identied fundamental entities are anything more than
 titious

hara ters in some kind of legend.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
Ele tromagneti

intera tion from the time of its dis overy was found mysterious. This results, evidently, from

the fa t that it works at a distan e whereas all for e exer ised by biologi al
onta t. In fa t, however,

reatures involves the experien e of

onta t for es, it is known nowadays, are entirely illusory. That is, when one pi ks

up an obje t, no ele tron in the outer layer of the obje t  onta ts an ele tron of an atom in the outer layer of
the a tor's skin. On a nanos opi

level there is no

to gain pre ise understanding of ele tromagneti

onta t.

Thus, it is fundamentally misleading when one tries

intera tions intuitively from

theorizing on the title question has involved imaginary agents of

ommon experien e. Nevertheless,

onta t, whi h have

onne tion with ballisti

experien e, namely: elds, waves and photons. For ea h there are multiple reasons to strongly doubt they possess
any sort of ontologi al

hara ter, i.e., they are simply imaginary

onstru ts

orresponding to symbols appearing

in mathemati al formulations.
Fields, for example, are not mathemati ally invariant, their form depends on the observers

onditions, sug-

gesting that they are immaterial. Moreover, in formulations for the simplest possible ele trodynami
namely in a toy universe
Spe i ally, if parti le

A

onsisting of only two
is taken as a sour e

B 's

with Maxwell's equations, and then
of

urrent for whi h its elds at the lo ation of parti le

response found using the Lorentz For e Law, and

B

visa versa,

are found

the full set

oupled (with delay) equations will have an ex essive number of variables. Eliminating the oending ex ess

variables banishes the
†

eld variables.

The remaining equations involve only the

The assured existen e of a logi al stru ture is still a long way from realizing it.

enviable stru tural proximity to logi al
A tually the situation is still more

oordinates of the world lines

Mathemati ians, in spite of their

ertitude, disagree sharply among themselves regarding the solidity of mu h,

perhaps most, of known mathemati s. The situation

an be only more

hallenging for physi ists.

hallenging than portrayed herein. Kurt Goedel is

set for number theory

annot be made

omplex as that for number theory.

2

redited with having shown that

there are valid theorems in number theory for whi h proof requires an innite set of axioms.
as

problem,

harged, stru tureless intera ting parti les, they are redundant.

3

In other words, the axiom

omplete by mortals. Arguably, a theory for the real, onti

world must be at least

for both parti les, whi h are obviously invariant, observable, ontologi al entities.

4, 5

Thus, self

onsisten y alone

relegates elds to the status of just abstra t, mathemati al aids.
Waves, in turn, in all other uses of this term, are
Although ele tromagneti

olle tive motions of parti les

onstituting a medium.

waves are taken be an ex eption, i.e., there is no medium, the empiri ally known

features of the ele tromagneti

intera tion do not imply, in fa t pre lude, the existen e of any aether or medium

similar in any way to material substan e. What the empiri al base does support is Gauss's Law whi h holds
between every
assemblies of

harge and every other
harges

harge in the universe eternally. Insofar as there are two genders of

an appear to a `test

of intera tion, with stru ture (monopole, dipole, quadrapole, et .
shading or

), to neutral bodies by means of mutual

an elation. Temporal variability of su h stru tures is des ribable with the

ele tromagneti

harge,

harge' involved in an observation to be anything from intense sour es
urrent wave theory of

intera tion as an appropriate approximation but not veri ation of ontologi al substan e.

Photons, too, as ontologi al entities

omprising quantized (nonexistent) elds are suspe t from the start.

Eviden e for the existen e of photons

omes virtually ex lusively in the opti al region of the spe trum where

dete tion is based on the photoele tri

ee t. As a

onsequen e of the fa t that photoele trons are

entities, the inferen e that whatever eli ited them or lifted them into the
is also

ountable

ondu tion band of a dete tor

ir uit

ountable (quantized), is natural but not su ient.

Thus, the state knowledge of the nature of the ele tromagneti

intera tion between

that it is quantitatively des ribed by Gauss's Law with delay. Large quantities of
ments, on the other hand,
des ription

an exhibit

harged parti les is just

harges, in various arrange-

omplex multi-body phenomena for whi h the most in isive approximate

an be in other terms, su h as elds, waves or photons. In some

ir umstan es, these

on epts are

misleading, however. In sum, there exist no elds, waves or photons as material entities; they are imaginary
onstru ts useful as approximations for the des ription of limited aspe ts of the intera tion of

harged parti les.

3. PHOTON NONLOCALITY
In

re ent

times

ertain theorizing under-

taken to plumb the fundamental nature of
Quantum Me hani s seemingly has invested
photons with

apa ity that is arguably of

preternatural

hara ter, namely entangle-

ment and some kind of instantaneous (nonlo al)

ommuni ation. The story behind this

development is long,

ompli ated and obtuse;

but, it has been dis ussed extensively elsewhere.

In the end it all

omes down to a

ru ial assertion, nowadays known as Bell's
Theorem, and several experimental realiza‡
tions intended to test this so- alled theorem.
Bell's Theorem (the term `theorem' in
this use does not

onform with

onventional

use) is not a veried proof, but a loose derivation of an un onventional statisti
Figure 1. S hemati

of a fully

lassi al setup to produ e pulses

related in polarization but with a random bias angle.
parallel to the envisioned EPR-B setup.

or-

This setup is

held to admit empiri al testing
de iding between
tology.

whi h is
apable of

lassi al and quantum on-

Essentially it says that, if a

inequality is violated, then the onti

ertain

universe

is inelu tably nonlo al (i.e., there exists some
‡

The author's own odyssey through the mostly quite simple te hnologi al features but obs ure and

logi al history of the origin and institutional ens on ement of Bell's ideas
physi s.0 at h. om.

ontorted so io-

an be found on the web-page: www.nonlo o-

kind of superluminal
entities

ommuni ation or intera tion) or nonrealisti

ome into existen e only with the

A reformulation of the

(in the te hni al sense, namely that, material

ollaboration of `observers'whether human seems unde ided).

ommon version of this statement is: `Quantum Me hani s

additional variables (thus far hidden) to get a lo al, realisti
reformulation is: `a fully lo al and realisti

Another oft seen

explanation of the empiri al violation of a Bell inequality

found in prin iple.' Thus, from the last version, exhibiting a simulation based on
onsidered nonlo al or nonrealisti ) and yielding a violation of a Bell Inequality
general proposition unless the relevan e of the
Nowadays the most

annot be extended with

overing or meta theory.'

lassi al input into the simulation

annot be

lassi al physi s (itself never

onstitutes valid disproof of the
an be reje ted as inappropriate.

ommon experiment proposed to test Bell's Assertion is based on a modi ation of

the famous EPR (Einstein, Podolski and Rosen)

Gedanken

experiment. The modi ation

onsists of repla ing

the variables `position' and `momentum' as used by EPR, with the two states of polarization of ele tromagneti
§
emissions. In ertain experimental setups, pairs of (anti) orrelated in polarization pulses are analyzed separately
with polarizers set to
A tually, fully
simulated with su
thus

ertain

ombinations of angles

al ulated to violate a Bell Inequality.

lassi al analogues of the so- alled quantum inspired experiments have been proposed and
6 ¶
That is, under similar ir umstan es, they too violate Bell Inequalities,

ess. (See Fig. 1.) )

onstituting su ient proof that there must be an error in the reasoning leading to Bell's

Distribution of dete tions among dete tor pairs: N
*****************
Raw dete tions ( hannels x angle
814.
417.
415.
860.

804.
424.
426.
880.

836.
388.
386.
852.

=

2506.

2534.

2462.

on lusion.

2498.

hoi e), D:

414.
857.
839.
388.

*****************
Bell Index for this distribution of dete tions: S

= 2.7884935

*****************
Theoreti al maximum violation: S0 = 2.8284271
.
Figure 2. Typi al output from the S ilab simulation depi ted in the appendix. The dedu ed
Bell Limit,

S,

varies about the theoreti al maximum.

simulation in ludes no provision for taking a

This results from the fa t that the

ount of ine ient dete tors or arrival time

variability of photoele trons in those dete tors.

Nevertheless, the generally held opinion is still in favor of the validity of the Bell-type argumentation and
all of the

onsequent

on eptions. The reasons for this situation are many but surely in lude the fa t that it

has proven di ult to simulate
§

in

This modi ation

an be

riti ized on the grounds that, whereas EPR proposed an experiment des ribed by me hani s

phase spa e, The Bohm Modi

later is not, and

lassi al models of EPR experiments at the event-by-event level. The di ulty

ation is to be des ribed in polarization spa e. The former

annot be. That is, logi ally, quantum phenomena

an be, and is, quantized, the

annot be fathomed in a venue in whi h they

exist.
¶
This model was used by Mizrahi & Moussa to simulate EPR-B experiments and show that

annot

lassi al analysis leads

unambiguously and dire tly to a violation of Bell Inequalities. However, they did not report an event-by-event simulation.
There are least a dozen similar models to be found in the literature, e.g., one by Barut in whi h he shows that a statisti al
analysis of spins also leads to an

lassi al understanding of what usually is regarded as a quantum phenomenon.

7

just at this point arises, apparently, from the way in whi h signal intensity has to be treated in order that a
simulation mo k the imagined quantum pro esses involved in experiments. In the experiments, it is imagined
that, the pro esses are at the one-photon intensity level. At this level relative intensities are determined only in
terms of the relative populations of dete tions and not dire tly measured as
Additionally, the denition of a
Normalized dete tion

oe ient requires the data to be both normalized and zero-mean.

ounts span the interval

are not qualied in this form for
In any

orrelation

al ulating

urrent intensity for ea h event.

[0, 1] but

are not oset to the interval

orrelation

ase, with this understanding in mind,

[−1/2, +1/2], and

therefore

oe ients.

lassi al event-by-event simulations of the model of the pro esses

involved in generating the data from an EPR-B set-up (The EPR variant proposed by Bohm employing light
polarization states in pla e of phase spa e variables) are straightforward. For example, see the Appendix, whi h
presents a S ilab (Matlab

lone) routine to simulate the model des ribed by Fig.

1.

Fig.

2 presents typi al

results.
This demonstration leaves one point still open, however. It is the following:
The full mathemati al denition of the

κ(a, b) =
where

I(•)

oe ient is:

< I(a)I(b) > − < I(a) >< I(b) >

,

(1)

<•>

indi ate normalized

[(< (I(a))2 > − < (I(a)) >2 ) (< (I(b))2 > − < (I(b)) >2 )]1/2

is a data point as a measured

variables for whi h the

orrelation

urrent intensity or a dete tion
2

orrelation is sought; the terms

− < (I(•)) >

ount. The

shift the normalized variables making

them zero-mean. When the raw data is normalized and shifted (or is intrinsi ally zero-mean), then this formula
redu es to:

κ(a, b) =
where the

D′

are adjusted

′
D++
+ D′ −− − D′ +− − D′ −+
,
′
′
′
′
D++ + D−−
+ D+−
+ D−+

ounts. The adjustment is given by:

D′ =
D′′ are the normalized data for whi h
D = 2D′′ − 1. When inserted in Eq. (2), the
where
′

κ(a, b) =
where the

D's

are

(2)

unadjusted

D′′ − < D′′ >
,
< D′′ >

the mean equals

1/2.k

(3)

Thus, the fully adjusted data is given by

nal result takes the form:

2(D++ + D−− − D+− − D−+ )
,
D++ + D−− + D+− + D−+

(4)

ounts, i.e., neither shifted nor normalized.

All this leads to the following observation: Experimenters report
data from EPR-B setups. They also

laim that, even with su h

The manipulations above, however, show that, su h data

al ulating

κ with

Eq. (2) using unadjusted

ounts they obtain a violation of a Bell Inequality.

annot violate a Bell Inequality without the fa tor of

two (derived from the shift to zero-mean in the numerator of Eq. (4)); but, their reports do not dis uss or display
∗∗
In the quantum al ulation the oset fa tor is built in as the normalization for the singlet state.
this fa tor.
k

In addition, these data result from an appli ation of Malus' Law, proportional to

This

cos2 (θ)

for whi h the mean is

1/2.

annot be validated in detail from experimental data be ause the random bias angle is unknowable. Likewise, it

annot be ex luded.
∗∗
Many experimenters report labeling some

hannels  + and others  − and then seem to indi ate doing

with these labels. This may oer a means of doing the oset to zero-mean under arti ial premises.
It has been suggested that, Unuploaded experiments (in luding expli it data analysis) have no results.
prin iple should be extended to `unuploaded simulation routines.'

8

al ulations
Perhaps this

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the

onsiderations presented herein, it

be

on eptions than to
transmitting

onti

entities.

onta t from one

an be argued that photons are mu h more likely to

be

mental

Their primary utility seems to be as imaginary agents for ballisti ally

harged onti

entity to another

harged onti

less di ult to imagine  onta t for es, even though it is utterly

entity. Apparently, mortals nd it

lear that su h are not ever in playele trons

annot  onta t ea h other without innite energy expenditure.
Moreover, it is

ertainly

ontestable that the ele tromagneti

properties, e.g., `entanglement,' `non-lo ality' or `irreality.'

intera tion, at any level, exhibits mysti al

these features of

urrent theories are more easily

taken as symptoms of fundamental errors in reasoning or the appli ation of probability theory.
On the whole, theorization may be in apable of answering the question: what is a photon? or, what is any
onti

entity with assuran e that any given

be a hievable is the proof of self
the

surmised

andidate answer is ` ertain knowledge.' The best that appears to

onsisten y for a logi al stru ture based on hypotheti al entities. Thus, only if

primitive elements are in fa t very similar to onti

entities, is a degree of

onden e in the theory

justiable.
This is not to

laim that theorizing on the onti

annot be taken to lead to

ertain knowledge.

nature of the primitive elements is pointless, only that it

It seems obvious that, analyzing ma ros opi

situations with

very large sums of Gaussian intera tions (with or without delay) would be very ine ient, if doable at all. In
su h

ir umstan es a

ontinuous Maxwell eld rendition, as an approximation, may be the only pra ti al means

available. Likewise, a photon pi ture has proven useful, virtually essential, in many

ir umstan es, even while it

annot be taken as guidan e for fundamental ontologi al determinations.
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5. APPENDIX

//S ilab routine to simulate EPR-B experiments;

exe ("Bell_EPR-B_sim.sl")

learglobal(); lear();
a1=0; a2=%pi/4; b1=%pi/8; b2= -%pi/8;
D=zeros(4,4); N=zeros(1,4); K=zeros(1,4);
S0=2*sqrt(2);
E=10000;
for i=1:E;
if
Pl
Pr
if
if

rand()<0.5 then p=0; else, p=1; end;
= round(rand(1)*35)*1*%pi/36;
= Pl + (-1)^(p)*%pi/2;
rand()<0.5 then Dl=a1; a=1; else, Dl=a2; a=2; end;
rand()<0.5 then Dr=b1; b=1; else, Dr=b2; b=3; end;

=a*b;
sele t

end,

g=e*f;

end;

ase
ase
ase
ase

1
3
2
6

then
then
then
then

// Clean kernel
// Set polarizer angles
// Initialize variables
// Set No. total pairs
// Generate orthogonal
// signals with random bias
// Sele t dete tor angles

// Set key "k"

k=1;
k=2;
k=3;
k=4;

N(k)=N(k)+1;
if rand()<I* os(1*(Dl-Pl))^2 then; e=1; else, e=2; end;
if rand()<I*sin(1*(Dr-Pr))^2 then; f=1; else, f=3; end;

// Count pairs/angles
// Register dete tions
// (Malus Law)

sele t g

//Count

end;

ase
ase
ase
ase

1
3
2
6

then,
then,
then,
then,

D(1,k)=D(1,k)+1;
D(2,k)=D(2,k)+1;
D(3,k)=D(3,k)+1;
D(4,k)=D(4,k)+1;

for k=1:4;
K(k)=2*(D(1,k) + D(4,k) - D(2,k) - D(3,k))/N(k);
end;
S= K(1) + K(2) + K(3) - K(4);

oin iden es/pairs

// Coin iden e Coeffi ients
// "Bell Index ( ? <2 ? )"

printf('Distribution of dete tions among dete tor pairs:'), N, write(%io(2),'************'),
printf('Raw dete tions
hannels x angle hoi e:'), D, write(%io(2),'************'),
printf('Bell Index for this distribution of dete tions:'), S, write(%io(2),'************'),
printf('Theoret ial maximum violation:'), S0,
Appendix This is a S ilab routine that simulates the pro esses envisioned in the setup
depi ted in Fig. 1. It yields a violation of Bell Inequalities if the data is normalized
shifted to be zero-mean in a

ord with the formal denition of a

orrelation

oe ient.

